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fraction l/3n2 of its value.   Prove that, when the upper plate is delicately balanced on its axis, charging the condenser will make its equilibrium unstable.
[St John's Coll. 1897.1
Ex. 2. A conducting plate A is inserted between two conductors B, B' terminated by plane faces parallel to those of A. Let 0, 9' be the distances of B, B' from the nearest face of A, and let 8 be the area of either face of A. If B, B' be maintained at equal potentials F2 an^ *ne potential of A be Vlt prove that the ratio of the
quantity Q of electricity on both faces of A to the difference FT - F2 is ~ (- + ~- J .
[Coll. Ex.]
419. Cylindrical Condenser. A long straight electric cable, consisting of a conducting cylindrical core surrounded by a shell of non-conducting matter whose external surface is a co-axial cylinder, is placed in deep water. The perpendicular sections of the two cylinders are concentric circles whose external and internal radii are a', a. To find the capacity of the cable.
Let mlt m2 be the charges per unit of length on the outer and inner surfaces of the shell ; a, /3 the potentials of the outer and inner conducting media.
When a non-conducting shell separates two conductors the sum of the potentials of the charges on the two surfaces of the shell is constant (and therefore zero) at all great distances. It follows from Art. 136 that the charges are equal and opposite. The proof for the special case of cylinders is nearly the same as for the general case. The potentials of the two cylinders at a point P in the external conducting medium distant r from the axis differ only by constants from 2/^logr and 2m.Aogr (Art. 5G). The sum of these cannot be constant when r varies unless m.2 — — m^ (Art. 365).
The potential of the inner cylinder at a point R in the nonconducting shell differs only by a constant from 2v/i2 log r while the potential of the outer is constant ; (Arts. 55, 56). The potential at R of both cylinders is therefore
F = 2m2 log r 4- A
where A is a constant.    The difference of the potentials at the two surfaces of the shell is
a — /3 = 2?n2 (log a' — log a).
The capacity C of a length I of the core, measured by the ratio of the quantity of electricity to the difference of potentials, is

